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Bynder	AEM	Plugin	Documentation	
 
 

Architecture	Overview	
 
The AEM Bynder plugin architecture consists of the following elements: 
 

- AEM Authoring Server 
o Part of existing customer infrastructure 
o Authors create web content 

- AEM Bynder Plugin 
o OSGI module that can be installed into AEM environments 
o API and implementation bundle to separate dependencies 
o Includes the Bynder Java SDK 
o Connects to the Bynder API 

- Bynder API 
o Official API provided by Bynder 
o Available on the Internet with secure SAML login for your protected data 

- Bynder CDN 
o Content Delivery Network to efficiently deliver your assets 

- AEM Publish Server 
o Part of existing customer infrastructure 
o Reads Bynder URLs as published from author server 
o No direct connection to Bynder 

- User Browser 
o Loads websites from customer AEM infrastructure 
o Website contains asset URLs to Bynder CDN 
o Assets are efficiently loaded directly from Bynder CDN 
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1. An AEM author uses the Bynder plugin to search for assets in Bynder 
2. Once the Author has selected an asset, the metadata and derivative URLs are reviewed 

from the Bynder API 
3. The Author publishes the web page including Bynder metadata to the AEM Publishing 

instance. 
4. The user loads the website which contains assets source linking to the Bynder CDN 
5. The user browser downloads the assets directly from the Bynder CDN 
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AEM	Bynder	Plugin	
 
The AEM Bynder plugin consists of two modules: 
 
bynder-aem.apis		
 
OSGi Module with the following API classes: 

- AemBynderService: The OSGi Service through which applications access Bynder Data 
- BynderFocusPoint: Java Bean to access focus point data on Bynder assets 

 
The api is open source and publicly available: 
http://mvnrepository.com/artifact/ch.codeflair.bynder-aem/bynder-aem.apis/ 
 
The apis have no dependencies except to common AEM libraries. 
 
Javadoc: http://www.javadoc.io/doc/ch.codeflair.bynder-aem/bynder-aem.apis/1.0.9 
 
bynder-aem.ui.apps	
 
AEM content package with embedded OSGi module.  
All required dependencies are embedded in the provided package. 
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Plugin	Installation	
 
The plugin can be installed through the AEM Package Manager (e.g. http://authoring-server-
url:4502/crx/packmgr/index.jsp) 
 
The Apis (bynder-aem.apis) should be added to your AEM bundle to allow accessing the 
AemBynderService (see implementation guide below). 
This requires three steps in pom.xml files: 
 

1. Add the dependency to the bynder-aem.apis (open source, available in maven central) 
 
<dependency> 
   <groupId>ch.codeflair.bynder-aem</groupId> 
   <artifactId>bynder-aem.apis</artifactId> 
   <version>1.0.9</version> 
</dependency> 
 

2. In your content-package-maven-plugin (standard plugin used in most AEM 
implementations, provided by Adobe), embed the Api into your content-package: 

<configuration> 
 
    <embeddeds> 
        <embedded> 
            <groupId>ch.codeflair.bynder-aem</groupId> 
            <artifactId>bynder-aem.apis</artifactId> 
            <target>/apps/yourinstalldirectory/install</target> 
        </embedded> 
    </embeddeds> 
</configuration> 
 
 

3. In your org.apache.felix- maven-bundle-plugin configuration, ensure that the api is not 
embedded into your bundle. This could be the case if the Embed-Dependency directive as 
a wildcard *. 
This example is not recommended:  

<Embed-Dependency>*;scope=compile|runtime</Embed-Dependency> 
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Implementation	Guide	
	
Sling	Models	
 
In sling models and AEM components, you can inject the AemBynderService using standard AEM 
injection methods. 
 
For Sling Models, you this code: 
 
Add a reference to the AemBynderService to a Sling model (or any OSGi Service)  
 
 
@Inject @Optional 
private AemBynderService aemBynderService; 
 
	
Sightly	Components	
 
If you use Bynder assets in one of your components, add the following properties to the 
component’s .content.xml file 
bynderStaticDerivatives="[Large]" 
 
bynderStaticDerivatives: contains a list of derivatives defined in Bynder. The URLs of these 
derivatives will be read from Bynder and will be added to the component’s content jcr properties. 
 
Alternatively, you can configure to bynderDynamicDerivatives to use dynamic derivatives. Dynamic 
derivatives are not recommended for performance reasons. 
 
Bynder assets can be drag and dropped into the regular asset dialogs. To ensure that Bynder 
asset data is read everytime from the Bynder api when a dialog is saved, add the following hidden 
field to your asset dialog: 
<bynderRenditionsInitialized 
        jcr:primaryType="nt:unstructured" 
        sling:resourceType="granite/ui/components/foundation/form/hidden" 
        name="./bynderRenditionsInitialized" 
        ignoreData="{Boolean}true" 
        value="{Boolean}false"/> 
 
 
Provided	Sling	Model	
As part of the plugin, a sling model is included. 
The model can be included in any slightly component with 
data-sly-use.bynderImage="ch.codeflair.bynder.model.BynderImage" 
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Network	Connection	
The AEM author must connect to the Bynder REST API. This work easily if the AEM server can 
connect directly to the internet, but can get challenging when connecting through a proxy or ESB. 
 
If connecting through a proxy or ESB, the following settings bust be applied to the OSGi 
configuration (see below): 
bynder.api.url: public base URL of the Bynder API, e.g. https://codeflair.getbynder.com/api/v4 
bynder.esb.endpoint: base URL of the service on the Proxy that maps to the Bynder base URL. 
 
If bynder.esb.endpoint is left empty, the AEM author will directly connect to the Bynder API. 
 
SSL	Connections	
 
If the https connection to Bynder goes through a proxy or ESB that requires client certificates, the 
SSLContext and a X509TrustManager must be provided to the AemBynderService through the 
AemBynderService.setSslContext(…) method. 
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Security	
The Bynder API uses OAuth to authentication users.  
 

- OAuth headers are generated by Bynder SDK 
- OAuth headers are sent in the HTTP Authorization header 

o This header must be preserved on ESG / SOA mediator 
- The following data is provided by Bynder for OAuth login 

o consumerKey 
o consumerSecret 
o token 
o tokenSecret 

- OAuth properties can be configured in the AemBynderServiceImpl OSGi config (see 
below). 
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OSGi	Configuration	
 
The supplied AEM Service AemBynderServiceImpl can be configured through standard AEM 
configuration. 
 
Place a config file e.g. at 
/apps/yourmodule/configs/config/ch.codeflair.bynder.AemBynderServiceImpl.config 
 
Configuration Property Description 
bynder.api.url Base url of the Bynder api 
bynder.esb.endpoint ESB/proxy endpoint if connection is to go through an ESB or proxy. 

Leve empty for direct network connection to Bynder 
bynder.adhoc.derivative.url Base url for Bynder adhoc derivatives. The use of adhoc derivatives 

is not recommended for performance reasons. 
bynder.consumer.secret OAuth consumer secret provided by Bynder 
bynder.consumer.key OAuth consumer key provided by Bynder 
bynder.token.secret OAuth token secret provided by Bynder 
bynder.token OAuth token provided by Bynder 
bynder.metaproperties List of Bynder meta properties to be included in AEM. Put empty list 

to access all Bynder assets from AEM. 
bynder.derivatives.dynamic Dynamic Derivatives available on all components 
bynder.derivatives.static Static Derivatives available on all components 
bynder.thumbnail.derivative Bynder derivative to be used for thumbnails in AEM 
bynder.component.metaproperty Bynder metaproperty to allow filtering assets per component 
bynder.filter.tags Boolean, set to true to display tags filtering 
bynder.init.dynamic.derivatives Boolean, set to true to initialize dynamic derivatives from the 

authoring environment. Only enable if you use dynamic derivatives, 
not recommended for performance reasons. 
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Troubleshooting	
 
In case of problems when connecting to Bynder, increase the log level: 

- ch.codeflair.bynder to DEBUG 
o logs plugin behaviour 

- okhttp3.OkHttpClient to INFO 
o logs the full http traffic to the Bynder API 


